Kitchen Creations

ESTABLISHED CORE VALUES:

HIGH-QUALITY MODULAR
DESIGN SENSIBILITIES

Every project begins with elaborate discussions, quotes
Nafeesa-The popular interior designer, and getting a
feel of the client’s lifestyle to ensure complete harmony in
design and the family inhabiting the space.

N

Nafeesa Fernandes

Interior Designer and Owner
Nafeesa Fernandes Designs (NFD)

afeesa Fernandes, sharing her journey and experience, as a
leading interior designer and owner of a key brand-Nafeesa
Fernandes Designs (NFD).. Being part of the financial sector for
over 8 years I stumbled upon the concept of interiors while in
the midst’s of remodelling my home. My enthusiasm for how
I thought the space should look and why we should do things in a particular way encouraged me in doing a course on interior designing with
S.N.D.T. University. An internship at Design Nexus Architects, with Ar.
T.R. Geevith equipped me in a sense for the real world. My first project
came through family and being a 2500 sq.ft apartment gave me an opportunity to showcase my ability to design and then execute that design.
The end result - a beautifully designed home and house proud clients,
giving me the confidence that an aspiring designer much needed at the
start of her career. Word of mouth and appreciation for my work got me
projects that helped me establish my design firm- Nafeesa Fernandes
Designs or NFD as I would like to call it. NFD is driven by our passion
to create outstanding designs while retaining our clients’ personalization
expectations needed by our client.

‘Commitment to evoke the “WOW” factor
through inspiring design’

As a design firm we specialize in creating comfortable spaces
for discerning home owners that are aesthetic yet efficient,
visually appealing yet functional. Modern classic homes
with a contemporary feel and positive vibes are the essence
of our design language. We strive to create meaningful
spaces that evoke refined design with distinct character.
The hallmark of any good firm are the core values that they
espouse and Nafeesa Fernandes Designs is no exception to
that rule: Quality, Dependability, Flexibility, Attention to
detail, Transparency and Cost Consciousness!
NFD’s association with Metrika.. Began a little over three years
ago. They are an ‘easy to work with team’, combined with highly
driven individuals. Their ability to comprehend our clients’
specific requirements and customise kitchens accordingly, set
them apart from the rest of the modular kitchen companies in the
industry. Their capacity to deliver high quality products within
the committed time frame makes them a preferred choice for us
over other modular kitchen experts. They offer a wide product
range across budgets which gives clients flexibility to choose
and for NFD an opportunity to provide our client with the best
suited combination for their kitchens.
Metrika’s design sensibilities being in sync with ours,
helps in working together towards achieving the desired
look and feel. Be it a vibrant yellow and white kitchen or
an understated neutral palette, Metrika always manages
to pull it off for our clients making them NFD’s logical
preference. Constantly upgrading to provide innovative
kitchen solutions to clients they have proved to be the
kitchen experts in the truest of sense.

Every year, Metrika brings in wider
options in material, thereby much more to
look forward to in the scope of interiors.

Colours: 2018 is definitely the year of bolder colours.
‘Go Bold’ is what I am in the opinion will be trending.
Deep navy, stunning emerald, dramatic teal are some
of the colours that could most definitely add that right
pop of colour to a space. Today’s growing desire to
connect with nature will see the colour green inspire
the colour palettes of homes, whether it’s patterned
floral wallpaper, striking green sofas or turquoise
green accents.
Patterns: Intricate and detailed patterns, herringbone,
chevron, basket weave will most likely be seen on
rugs, throw cushions, wallpapers.
Furniture: Statement furniture pieces, mid-century
designs with a modern bend, darker wood tones,
unique shapes with an emphasis on comfort, pieces
that are attention grabbers..n

